Abstract: Digital enterprise technologies combined with sophisticated optimization algorithms can significantly contribute to the efficiency of production. The paper introduces a novel approach for integrated production planning and control, with the description of the mathematical models and solution algorithms. The deterministic optimization algorithms are complemented by a discrete-event simulation system to assess solution robustness in case of disturbances. The methods are illustrated by describing two prototype systems and by some experimental results obtained in an industry initiated project.
Introduction
The concept of digital enterprise -the mapping of the key processes of an enterprise to digital structures by means of information and communication technologies -gives a unique opportunity for planning and controlling the operation of enterprises [22] . Digitalized solutions are capable to connect customer order management with production planning, scheduling and control (PPC in short). On the other hand, the importance of optimization in decision making at various levels of an enterprise has greatly increased over the past decades, as companies invest in complex advanced planning and scheduling systems to replace their out-dated material requirement planning software. Digitalized data and sophisticated algorithms together can provide additional competitive advantage which cannot be achieved by applying solely the latest production technology.
The scope of our work is set to complex engineer-to-order and make-to-order production, where products (like turbines, assembly lines, etc.) are traditionally associated with high quality, advanced, cutting-edge technology. These industries usually require skilled and expensive human workforce. Recently, business focus has shifted from selling products to supplying a combination of products and services (like engineering design, installation, on-site customization, maintenance). Such "extended products" are highly customized and their value is sensitive to the time of the delivery. Human resource intensive repair and recycling activities have to be planned together with normal production. Due to complex production processes and long lead times, production of components often starts before the overall design has been completed, or customization is executed in parallel with some production activities.
In our target sector, a project-oriented approach is taken in general for planning and controlling operations. Relying on the conventional wisdom that it can never be wrong to get work done early, existing project planners typically try to sequence activities as early as possible, subject to technological constraints and resource availability profiles. Such methods are only capable of finding a particular solution, without the ability to explore and evaluate alternatives. Hence, they cannot be used for optimization. Further on, manual intervention is typically required to deal with overloaded resources and violated deadlines. According to our experience, medium-term production plans are re-adjusted manually time and again, and less than 50% of the original plan is executed finally.
Our first objective was to develop intuitive and flexible models and fast, reliable solution techniques that scale-up well also to large production planning and control problems. Hence, we tackled both the medium-term production planning and the short-term detailed scheduling problems as resource-constrained project scheduling problems (RCPSP) [7] . The solution methods had to respect all the main temporal, capacity and material availability constraints and find an optimal trade-off between various costs and due date performance criteria.
Our second objective was to find novel, aggregate formulations of the production planning problem which ensure the integrity of results that are generated on two different hierarchical levels, on various horizons, by using distinct models and solution algorithms. Following the usual planning hierarchy, production planning determines what to do on the medium-term so as to achieve high level business objectives. On the other hand, scheduling is responsible for refining a segment of the production plan into a detailed and executable schedule. However, since the two levels use different models, it is open whether production plans can really be unfolded into feasible, executable detailed schedules. An essential practical concern -especially in make-to-order production -is also that the representation of the planning problem should be generated automatically, from data readily available in de facto standard databases of production information systems.
Both planning and scheduling problems are burdened by various uncertainties like estimated resource needs, uncertain capacity availability, unspecified activities due to evolving problem definition, uncertain orders, hypothetical projects, uncertain processing times, as well as unreliable delivery dates of necessary components and materials. Any method that neglects these issues is prone to generate fragile solutions. Disruptions hardly stop at the boundaries of the particular shop floor of an enterprise; they spread upwards in the decision hierarchy and even to other members of a production network. Due to reasons of complexity, the direct inclusion of any main uncertainty factor into our RCPSP models was out of question. Hence, our third objective was to assess the sensitivity of deterministic solutions and improve the robustness of production schedules by using discrete-event simulation techniques.
In the sequel first we present our integrated approach to production planning and scheduling (Section 2). While we capture problems at both levels of the planning hierarchy as RCPSPs, the details of the models and the solutions techniques are fairly different. Section 3 gives an account of how we built simulation models automatically from common master data and applied simulation techniques for assessing the sensitivity of production schedules. This work had a strong industrial motivation: in Section 4 we present two prototype systems developed for two enterprises operating in the engineer-toorder and make-to-order sectors, respectively. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5 and give an outlook for related research activities.
Integrated production planning and scheduling
In make-to-order manufacturing environments, production planning is responsible for allocating scarce resources to customer orders over time on a medium-term time horizon (3-12 months) . Usually the resources and operations are aggregated to obtain manageable problems, and to get rid of unnecessary details [27] . The objective of planning can be either
• to maximize customer satisfaction by minimizing the tardiness of customer orders, or • to minimize the cost of completing all the customer orders on time, when delayed shipment is unacceptable.
In contrast, detailed scheduling deals with the allocation of operations to machines (when more machines are available to perform the same operation) and the sequencing of operations on the allocated resources. The resource capacities and capacity extensions, as well as the time window of every operation is determined by production planning and the scheduler has to take them into account as hard constraints. Usually, production planning determines the calendar week in which an operation has to be completed. The time horizon of scheduling is usually a couple of days or a few weeks. In fact, it makes no sense to make a detailed operation schedule far in the future as this would be inevitably changed due to disturbances and unforeseen events. The objective of scheduling can be to minimize the makespan of scheduled operations with the aim of finding a schedule such that all the operations planned to complete in a calendar week would finish on time.
In project-oriented planning and scheduling each production order becomes a project that has to be carried out from the ordering of materials through manufacturing, assembly and delivery to the customer. The projects compete for the various resources. If there are several long projects that take several months to complete, then the planning of capacity allocation and expansion has to be done at the production planning level, while the daily work requires a detailed schedule of the operations. Both of these problems can be modeled and solved as resource constrained project scheduling problems, where planning provides constraints for scheduling, and conversely, the planning problem is defined by aggregating the resources and the detailed operation plans of the projects. Below we present in detail the planning and the scheduling problem, and the necessary aggregation procedures. We also discuss qualitative results.
Project-oriented production planning
In project-oriented production planning, each project is a collection of activities that are aggregated from the detailed operation plans of the projects. The aggregation procedure will be discussed in Subsection 2.2. The time horizon of production planning consists of several weeks, and the plans specify the progress of each activity of each project in every calendar week. In case of long projects, aggregated activities usually take several weeks, and the progress or intensity of the activities varies over time. Such a variation of activity-intensities can be planned, provided the chosen planning method enables the modeling of variable-intensity activities [9] . Below we introduce such a mathematical programming approach and describe some results obtained with it.
There are various results in the literature for project scheduling with variable-intensity activities. Weglarz [32] considers the model with continuous time and provides analytical results for minimizing the makespan with respect to finite-capacity resources. Leachman et al. [21] provide practical heuristics. The discrete time model with the makespan objective has been studied by Tavares [30] . The problem with activity deadlines, and the objective of minimizing the above-capacity usage of resources is studied by Hans [10] , who proposes a column-generation based approach. Wullink [33] suggests a fast constructive heuristic.
Modeling with variable-intensity activities and feeding precedence constraints
The basic building block of our approach is the variable-intensity activity. In practice, an activity typically starts with low-intensity preparatory work and its intensity gradually increases to a maximal level. The fraction of an activity done in time period t is called the intensity of the activity in time period t. For an illustration, consider the two variable intensity activities depicted in Figure 1 (the horizontal axes correspond to time periods and the vertical axes to intensities). The intensity of an activity is at most one, and the sum of intensities of an activity sums up to one. Usually, there is a physical limit on which fraction of the activity can be completed during a single time period. This bound is the maximum intensity of the activity.
Each activity may require one or more resources and the demand is proportional to the intensity of the activity. Namely, if the total resource requirement of some activity is q k from some resource k, and the intensity of the activity is x t in time period t, then it requires an amount of q k x t from resource k in time period t. Of course, the intensity may vary over time as there can be other, more urgent activities that require the same finitecapacity resources.
The output of an activity can be fed into a downstream activity. Such a relation can be captured by a feeding precedence constraint, which models the material and information flow between activities. More formally, a feeding precedence constraint is specified by a triple (A,B, f), where A and B are activities and f is a number between 0 and 1. It specifies that f fraction of activity A has to be completed before B may start, and the total fraction of activity A done up to some time period t cannot be less than that of activity B. In Figure 1 a pair of variable-intensity activities is depicted connected by a feeding precedence constraint. In this example, 20% of activity A has to be completed before B may be started. We note that the notion of overlapping activities is well-known in project scheduling, and it means that a minimal and a maximal difference between the start times of a pair of activities are constrained, cf. [7] . But, in the case of overlapping activities there is no restriction on the progress of the two activities with respect to each other. 
The mathematical program
We assume that the planning horizon is divided into a finite number of time periods H, indexed by t. There is a finite set of activities, N , and each activity A in N has a release date r A , deadline d A , and maximum intensity m A , which is a number between 0 and 1. That is, each activity A has to be entirely processed between r A and d A , and in any time period t at most m A fraction may be completed. There is a finite set R of continuously divisible resources, each resource k in R has a capacity b k,t , but the overuse of resources is permitted. For each activity A, the proportion between the activity-intensity and the resource requirement from each resource k is specified by the constants 
}, ,..., { period each time for , The above model could be amended with a different objective function. For instance, we can minimize flow time related criteria subject to fixed capacity constraints. Suppose the activities are partitioned into jobs, each job being a partial order of a distinct subset of activities. For the last activity A of each job we introduce a set of binary variables 
Solution with Branch-and-Cut
Branch-and-cut is one of the most successful techniques for solving mathematical programs with integer (binary) and continuous variables, with linear constraints and linear objective function. Similarly to branch and bound, the linear relaxation is solved in each node of a search tree, but before branching, new valid inequalities are added to the problem that cut off the fractional solution available at the node [13] .
We have also applied this method for solving the mathematical program modeling the project scheduling problem. The crux of the method is the automatic generation of cutting planes that cut off the fractional solutions at the nodes, and strengthening the relaxation in this way. Standard solvers, like Fair-Isaac's XpressMP, or ILOG's CPLEX provide a host of subroutines to generate cuts, but the user can also generate problem specific cuts. We briefly discuss a problem specific cut that we used in our computational experiments.
Our problem specific cuts are generated with respect to feeding precedence constraints. That is, we consider the convex hull of feasible solutions of the linear system consisting of the inequalities (2), (3), (5) and (7). Let K is more involved:
A f K equals the set of vectors )
that satisfy the following linear constraints:
, and
The above characterizations directly lead to polynomial time separation algorithms.
The methods have been extensively tested on benchmark instances from the literature, for details, see Kis [14] , [15] . Qualitatively, generating problem-specific cuts really pays-off for strict precedence constraints, i.e., f =1 for all precedence constraints. By adding our cuts we have obtained better results than without them. However, for small values of f, adding our cuts has not improved solution quality that much. At extremity, when f=0, our cuts are meaningless, since the mathematical problem becomes linear without any binary variables.
Automated aggregation of production data into planning models
The first step towards the integration of medium-term production planning and short-term scheduling is ensuring that the two levels operate on common data. In make-to-order production, customer orders, technology and resource related data are typically available in the enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems of the company in the form of production orders, bill of materials (BOM), technological routings, and resource calendars. These data can be mapped almost directly to detailed scheduling models, whereas production planning requires a less fine-grained representation. Therefore, the aggregation of detailed production data into high level planning models is of key importance [31] .
According to the model above, we consider each production order as a separate project. Projects have strict release dates and deadlines, defined by the customer's deadline. Each project consists of a set of manufacturing operations, which is determined by the BOMs and routings. Our model assumes that there are no BOM or routing alternatives. Each individual operation of the manufacturing process is described by a task in the detailed scheduling model. Task i is characterized by its processing time i p , sequenceindependent setup time i s , and the number of units
The prescribed amount of all required resources is occupied both during the setup and the processing of the task i . Pairs of tasks can be connected by precedence constraints j i → , each of which describes that task i must be completed before the start of processing task j (though, task i and the setup before task j can proceed in parallel). Note that the tasks together with the precedence relations between them define a graph representation of the project, in which labeled vertices correspond to tasks and edges to precedence constraints. We briefly call this representation the project graph. We assumed that every project graph forms an in-tree, which usually holds when the manufacturing process involves machining and assembling operations only.
The above data serve as the input of the aggregation procedure to construct the planning level representation. Aggregation can happen in terms of time, resources, and activities. We fixed the aggregate time unit to one week -and therefore in the sequel we briefly use the word week to refer to the planning level time unit. Our aggregation techniques would allow the aggregation of resources, i.e., replacing several related physical resources by one aggregate resource in the planning model. However, since resource aggregation does not contribute significantly to the reduction of the running time of the planner, but leads to less precise planning models, we do not use resource aggregation. Activity aggregation corresponds to partitioning the project graphs, and merging the tasks in each partition into one aggregate activity. Planning is performed on these larger activities. The way the aggregate activities are built is crucial for the feasibility and the quality of the production plans. For instance, Figure 2 presents two distinct aggregations of the same project graph. Here, model B is preferable to A because it is less constrained by precedence relations and its minimal lead time is thus shorter by one week. In order to ensure that the temporal interdependencies of aggregate activities can be captured by simple precedence constraints, we look for connected components of the project graph. Finding the most appropriate partitioning is an optimization problem with the following criteria:
• The set of tasks contained in each aggregate activity must be, in itself, schedulable in one week.
• The longest directed chain of precedence relations between aggregate activities should be minimal.
• The number of aggregate activities should be as small as possible, in order to ensure the compactness of the production planning model.
We have presented details of the aggregation in [31] , while in [16] proposed polynomialtime algorithms to find such a partitioning of the project graph. The resource requirements of an activity A are then computed as the sum of resource requirements of its contained tasks A i ∈ : i i → . The generated planning problem is then submitted to the planner presented in Section 2.1.
We note that the extension of the model to the case when precedence relations define an arbitrary directed acyclic graph (DAG) is straightforward, but some of the implied graph problems become more complicated. For instance, the implied partitioning problem is tractable in polynomial time for trees, while it is NP-complete for DAGs. 
The detailed scheduling problem
Short-term scheduling unfolds the (first units of the) production plan into executable task sequences on a horizon of a couple of days or weeks. Particularly, we set the scheduling horizon to one week, i.e., to the time unit of the production planner. If a detailed schedule is required for more than one week, then the scheduling problems of different weeks can be considered separately, and hence, the following steps must be repeated as many times as the number of independent detailed schedules. Detailed scheduling considers all relevant technological and economical constraints present in the given application, as well as the available resource capacities defined by the production plan. The objective of the scheduler is (1) to construct a detailed schedule without violating the specified time and capacity limits, and (2) to hedge against unforeseen disturbances. We mapped these requirements to the optimization criterion of minimal makespan.
The set of tasks to be scheduled in different weeks is received by disaggregating the activities in the production plan. Each task A i ∈ is assigned to exactly one week, based on the intensity of the aggregate activity A over time. If the entire activity A is planned for week t , then all of its constituent tasks are assigned to t . If A spans over various aggregate time units with intensities 
Constraint-based solution techniques
We apply constraint-based scheduling (CBS) techniques [3] for solving the above detailed scheduling problem. CBS takes a declarative model of the scheduling problem, expressed in the form of variables (the start time of tasks), variable domains (the time horizon), constraints (resource and precedence) and an optimization objective (makespan, in our case). Then, the constraint solver looks for a binding of these variables to a value from their domain that satisfies all constraints and minimizes the objective value.
Solution techniques in CBS rely on an effective combination of search and inference. The search procedure -usually some kind of a backtracking search -explores the space of potential solutions, while inference restricts search to promising regions of that space. A fundamental inference method is constraint propagation. A propagator is an algorithm attached to an individual constraint that removes values from the variables' domains that are inconsistent with the given constraint. Constraints that can be handled efficiently by CBS are those for which there exists an efficient propagator, i.e., one that finds nearly all inconsistent values sufficiently fast.
Typical CBS models, such as ours, differ from other, more widely known mathematical programming representations of planning and scheduling problems in a number of ways. First, in CBS the most widely used variables are the start and end times of tasks. The domain of these variables can be arbitrarily fine-grained without particular degradation of computational efficiency. This model is principally suitable for non-preemptive scheduling problems. While theoretically both constraint and mixed-integer programming can tackle any problem in NP, the set of constraints that can be handled efficiently by the two techniques differ essentially. In CBS, the propagation of precedence constraints j i → is straightforward even when delays are specified: the earliest start time of j , as well as the latest start time of i can be adjusted. Very efficient propagation algorithms are available for resource constraints, which state that tasks can use at most a given number of units of a certain resource at any point in time: edge-finding [5] deduces which tasks must (or must not) start before (or after) a set of tasks that require the same resource. The handling of sequence-independent setup times is straightforward using the above techniques, and also, significant results have been published on propagating sequence-dependent setup times [8] . On the other hand, the performance of CBS techniques is sensible to the choice of optimization criteria. Generally, maximum-type criteria, such as makespan or peak resource usage, can be propagated efficiently, whereas sum-type criteria, such as total flow time or tardiness, are more challenging. Various constraint-based solvers are available for solving such scheduling problems, among which we have used ILOG Solver and Scheduler.
Exploiting the structure in industrial problem instances
Generic models of scheduling problems, such as e.g., RCPSP, have had key importance in the development of solution approaches such as constraint-based techniques, and in general, of scheduling theory. Nevertheless, these models hide some actual properties of industrial problem instances, the exploration and exploitation of which would be of key importance for efficient solvability. Hence, we have developed two novel different methods that reveal the hidden structure and exploit it to improve solution efficiency.
A typical structural property of industrial scheduling problem instances is that there are several, in a sense, similar projects: there might by many orders for the same end product, or the same component can be used to build different end products. In [17] we have defined a notion of similarity on a graph theoretical basis, as a special kind of sub-graph isomorphism on two project graphs. This definition of similarity is exploited in so-called progressive solutions, in which the sequencing decisions among corresponding tasks of similar projects are made by simple inference methods in a pre-processing step. It has also been demonstrated that restricting the search space to progressive solutions can reduce considerably the solution times of practical detailed scheduling problems. Figure 3 presents two pairs of similar projects. It is assumed that tasks with identical indices have equal durations and resource requirements. P and Q are completely identical project graphs, while R and S have isomorphic sub-graphs. The latter pair can represent the manufacturing of two different products from the same family: R has an additional component and S has an additional finishing operation, e.g., painting. Now, it is easy to see that there exists an optimal detailed schedule in which corresponding tasks of P and Q, as well as R and S are executed in the order shown in the figure (since P and Q are identical, the direction of all precedence constraints between these two projects could be reversed). We note that this technique is applicable if there are no BOM and routing alternatives, or the actual alternative to use is already known at the time of detailed scheduling. For more details, including computational experiments on the efficiency of progressive solutions, the reader is referred to [17] Figure 3: Precedence constraints deduced in a progressive solution when two identical projects are to be scheduled (left). Precedence constraints deduced when two end products are build from partly identical components (right).
Another typical structural property is that the scheduling problem consists of a number of loosely connected sub-problems. This might hold due to plants composed of several departments or different product families requiring different sets of resources. Freely completable partial solutions (FCPS) address the exploitation of this structural property [18] . An FCPS is a feasible binding of a subset of the variables that is compatible with any instantiation of the remaining variables. If an FCPS is found in any search node, then the contained variables can be bound to the values they take in the FCPS, which reduces the size of the problem yet to be solved. 
Simulation support for PPC
In the following part the role of simulation-based schedule evaluation as well a new approach will be described including its structure, model building and shop-floor emulating features.
Production control and simulation
The discrete-event simulation (hereafter referred to as simulation) approach has been applied to decisions in planning and scheduling, related to production applications (see e.g., [2] , [20] , [24] ). The simulation models that are used for making or evaluating these decisions generally represent the flow of materials to and from processing machines and the operations of machines themselves [28] . Potential problems can be identified and can be corrected using a simulation model. By far the most common use of simulation models is for operational decisions such as planning and scheduling [20] .
Simulation captures those relevant aspects of the PPC problem which cannot be represented in a deterministic, constraint-based optimization model. The most important issues in this respect are uncertain availability of resources, uncertain processing times, uncertain quality of raw materials, and insertion of conditional operations into the technological routings. Aytug et al. [1] give a broad overview in their study on production schedule execution in the face of uncertainties. Categorization of uncertainty is formulated for a better understanding of the meaning of uncertainty during the calculation or execution of a production plan or schedule.
In simulation supported schedule evaluation, simulation is often used for evaluating the robustness of the schedule. A production schedule is termed robust in case it performs well after a disruption. The usefulness of simulations lies in detecting and preventing these problems concerning robustness before the detailed, short-term schedule reaches the shop floor. Thus, the key benefit of a simulation-based schedule evaluation system is the feedback about schedule performance (e.g., number of late tasks) which, in turn, can be used for improving subsequent solutions. Recently applied schedule evaluation methods of (predictive) production schedules during simulation-based assessment are classified in [19] regarding the environment of the evaluation (static/dynamic) and the evaluation criteria of the schedules (absolute/relative).
A number of authors present simulation-based experimental studies with the aim at analyzing scheduling problems and schedule evaluation techniques in a dynamic and stochastic environment. The categorization of the selected papers is also highlighted in [25] . The analytical solutions proposed in [25] are able to estimate important performance measures for schedule evaluation methods in a dynamic, stochastic manufacturing system, and are evaluated in simulation testbeds. In [4] and [6] the simulation-based execution of the calculated schedules is introduced considering uncertain activity durations in the form of probability distributions. Regarding the robustness and flexibility of tardiness and total flow-time in job-shops, several schedule repair methods are investigated in [12] , and an experiment is performed on a set of benchmark problems by executing schedules against simulated machine breakdowns. Sabuncuoglu et al. [29] propose a simulation-based approach for testing the rescheduling methods in a dynamic and stochastic manufacturing system, applying uncertain processing times and machine breakdowns. In their approach the system consists of three components: simulation model, controller and scheduler. An interesting combination of deterministic and stochastic simulation is given by Honkomp et al. [11] . They describe a simulator for semi-continuous and batch processing manufacturing environments that can accept deterministic schedules and simulate both a deterministic and a stochastic realizations of the schedule. Running two versions of the simulation the authors compare the performance and robustness of the schedules.
Model building and schedule evaluation

Requirements and functions
In our case, the proposed simulation module is utilized as a component of a higher level system taking the role of the real production system. The reasons of connecting the scheduler to a discrete-event simulator are twofold. On the one hand, it serves as a benchmarking system for evaluating the schedules on a richer model. On the other hand, it covers the non-deterministic character of the real-life production environment. Additionally, in the scheduling phase it is expected that the statistical analysis of schedules should help to improve the robustness of execution and support the scheduler during the calculation of further schedules. The main functions of the discrete-event simulator are as follows: it
• evaluates the robustness of weekly schedules against the uncertainties, performs sensitivity analysis of the schedules, • helps in visualizing and verifying the results of a PPC system,
• supports the systematic test of a pilot PPC system, and
• supports rescheduling decisions.
The evaluation of schedules is measured over several runs of the discrete-event simulation where the number of replications (independent simulation runs, with different random numbers) depends on the setting of confidence intervals. The main requirements towards the simulation module are as follows:
• common data, bi-directional connection to the scheduler,
• support for input/output inspections,
• support for different playback strategies,
• from 1 day to 1 week playback time horizon, and
• short response time, making multiple model runs possible.
Main phases of the simulation
In order to meet all the requirements and achieve the desired functionality for a flexible simulation system, a so-called component-based simulation method has been developed [25] . The simulation module and the finite capacity job-shop scheduler have connections to the same production database (see Figure 4) . Resources, products, process plans, production information, i.e., directly and indirectly usable data are transformed exactly to the same form for all system components. Note that simulation relevant data (e.g. resource model, execution policies, process flow model) are stored locally in the simulation model. Hereby, the complexity of integrating the simulation module into the system is significantly reduced. None the less, the common data tables ensure data integrity during the creation of the simulation model; moreover, the data-model serves as a basis for the more detailed shop-floor model. Running the simulation by applying the basic data tables results in a waste number of queries during the model run, reducing the simulation speed significantly. However, in order to ensure sufficient number of simulation replications for the evaluation of a short-term production schedule, the total response time should be minimized. In order to resolve the above two contradictory objectives an exhaustive data pre-processing phase is included in the simulation process.
Data preparation is carried out before the overall simulation (see Figure 4) . The redundant data storage in the simulation model is compensated by the advantage of the shorter response time. Modelling real production systems frequently brings up the problem of handling hundreds of resources in a simulation model. Having the modelling objects in hand, which were created on the base of the conceptual model, in our architecture the simulation model is created automatically based on the pre-processed data (phase b). The automatic generation of the model is followed by initialization (phase c). There, besides classical parameter settings, the procedure involves the generation of input parameter specific model components (entities such as products, operators). Contrary to the previous phase, this one is carried out for each replication. The simulation runs are repeated until the required number of replications is obtained (phase d). Each replication is a terminating, non-transient simulation run. In the last phase, the schedule is evaluated by using the evaluation criteria and the results of the evaluation process are interpreted by the Decision-maker (e.g., planner) who is responsible for taking the necessary actions.
Novel model of the production execution process
Regarding resource modelling of the designated production system (e.g. flow/job-shop model), a machine model class library was developed and applied for all the machine resource instances [26] . These classes are pre-programmed component objects in the simulation, consisting of a generalized model of the resource, a built-in execution policy as well as the process flow. Tasks represent the operations on particular parts, together with the assigned machine and human operator resources. As a main principle, the simulator should play back the schedule without changing the optimized sequence of the tasks, but considering the calculated start times of the processes. Therefore, as a new solution, an ordered queue of the tasks is built up in front of each scheduled machine (TaskObject in Figure 5 ), and the tasks to be processed are forwarded into these queues. Each task has a list of the TaskObjects to be visited during the manufacturing process, according to its routing and the production schedule. Arriving tasks at the machines are processed in the simulation as follows (see also Figure 5 ):
• Tasks waiting for processing are stored in the input buffers of the machines, always sorted by their starting times. Each task in the schedule contains one of these TaskObjects, which, at the initialisation phase of the simulation, are distributed to the input buffer of the machines.
• The first TaskObject in the input buffer queue reserves the first position of the input buffer on the machine. This ensures that the designated machine is reserved for the designated task.
• If there is a TaskObject in the input buffer of the machine, which becomes ready at the moment, the setup process will be immediately started (regarding the task represented by the TaskObject). Setup has to be started also when the part itself has not arrived yet at the TaskObject. In this case, there is no event generated by the arrival of the part for the simulation, however, because of the first criterion enlisted above, it is not allowed to start the setup process based on the calculated starting times. The proposed solution is to start the setup process, but freeze it immediately, before requesting the operator. It will be restarted only if the simulation time equals the planned starting time of the setup process.
• In order to start the process at least one operator is needed with the designated service skills. One setup operation is executed by one operator.
• If the setup process has finished and -in case it is an assembly process -all the required parts (component type) are already in the input buffer, then the main process can be initiated.
• Before the parts are reallocated to the machines, the processing times of the tasks are set, according to the specified attributes of the part objects. The processing of the parts is realized on two machine objects. For the first one no operator (with service) is necessary, while, for the second, it is mandatory to have at least one operator (see fourth criteria). In this case, the processing time of the first machine is calculated as the total machine time minus the operator time. Of course, for the second machine the processing time equals the operators' time.
• If no free operator is available then the process cannot be started.
• After processing, parts are sent to a virtual transportation unit (for a predefined transportation time interval), before being reallocated to the input buffer of the next machine.
Applications
The models and solution methods presented in the previous sections have been implemented and embedded in two prototype planning and scheduling systems. The PROTERV production planning system addresses engineer-to-order and make-to-order enterprises, and operates on the high level description of planning level activities. The PROTERV-II system performs integrated production planning and scheduling, and incorporates the presented aggregation procedures to generate the planning level representation automatically from detailed scheduling data. The PROTERV-II system was further coupled with a simulation model of a real factory. This simulation model emulates the real execution environment and supports the analysis of the generated schedules.
PROTERV: Prototype planning system
The PROTERV prototype planning system has been developed to solve project-oriented, integrated production and capacity planning problems that are typical in engineer-to-order and make-to-order type production. It directly builds on the project model and customized mathematical solver presented in Section 2.1.
A projects includes various activities needed to complete an order, like engineering design, technological process planning, components manufacturing, assembly, programming, documentation, installation and deployment. Although some ordering of the activities is to be followed, many of them may overlap in time, especially in case of large, complex projects. These temporal relations between activities are captured by feeding precedence constraints. Each activity may call for the use of a number of different resources. The resources are typically either machine or human resources (or both, in a coupled way) that will be shared by the activities of different projects. The system handles both internal and external resources, the use of which incurs different costs. The resources may be distributed, geographically dispersed and may even belong to different organizations. Resources are typically aggregated and their amount available is given in working hours per each week. Each project has a time window set by its negotiated earliest starting time and deadline. The intensity of executing an activity may vary over time; the activity can even be pre-empted. Hence, processing times of activities are not fixed a priori. The decisions variables are just the intensities of activities throughout the planning horizon; once these values are determined, it is straightforward to calculate the actual amounts of work to be performed on the activities in each week, as well as to summarize demand for the various capacities.
Hence temporal -both time window and precedence -constraints are hard, projects compete for limited resources. Excessive use of external resource capacities is possible only if there is no way to avoid this but violating some customer order deadlines. The primary objective is to minimize the total cost of this extra capacity usage, while the secondary objective is to reduce WIP as far as possible. All decisions are made with regard to the actual set of orders and production load, instead of using data collected in the past.
PROTERV obtains all basic project and resource calendar data from the ERP system of the enterprise through file exchange. The uploaded planning problem can be interactively modified in order to build different scenarios from the initial problem. The system's graphical user interface helps human planners develop a number of plan variants, organized in a tree hierarchy of scenarios. The scenarios are created by inheriting a predecessor scenario. The project related parameters (like starting time, deadline, precedence relations of tasks, probability of acceptance etc.) can be modified through a project editor (see Figure 6 ). The scenario variants may differ in the time windows of the projects, the set of projects selected for planning and the actual resource capacities in each time unit. Through this editor, it is also possible to investigate the internal structure of a project: its activities, the time windows of the activities, as well as the feeding precedence relations between them. For a given scenario, PROTERV calculates the production plan based on the actual production load, resource capacity limits and accepted production orders for several months or even years ahead. For instance, Figure 7 shows the plan of a particular project, i.e., the calculated work amounts for all of its three component activities, week by week. The other main result of the system is the capacity plan which is given in terms of the aggregated weekly load of resources, with eventual external capacity requirements. As an example, consider Figure 8 . Here, for two resources, against the pale skyline of available capacities, one can see aggregate planned resource demand on a weekly basis. Demand that exceeds the actual capacity limit is highlighted. Even though PROTERV strives to minimize extra capacity usage, there are periods when some extra capacity is needed so as to complete projects by the given deadline. As mentioned before, the user has an opportunity to change the time window and status of projects in the project editor; future load of projects in hypothetical status is distinguished from the load of running projects. The different scenarios are solved by a generic planning engine that uses the solution method presented in Subsection 2.1.3. It was essential to keep the response time short, thereby allowing the users to work interactively with the system. Thanks to the efficient customized solver, the PROTERV system can be applied in a dynamic setting when replanning is initiated by unexpected changes, as well as for creating "what if" scenarios with hypothetical projects (projects in proposal phases) and with possible resource extensions in the future. This way available to promise and capacity reservation decisions can be made on a more reliable estimate of the timing and resource needs of new projects. The system has been successfully tested on production planning problems whose main features are summed up in Table 1 . 
PROTERV-II: Integrated planning and scheduling system
The PROTERV-II prototype system performs integrated production planning and scheduling using the models and algorithms presented in Section 2. The system addresses make-to-order project-oriented production problems. It has a graphical user interface that facilitates its use as a decision support system at both levels of the decision hierarchy.
PROTERV-II takes as input the list of production orders, BOMs, routings, resource capacities and calendars, as well as shop-floor status information. Instances of production planning problems are automatically generated from this detailed data by using the aggregation methods presented before (see Subsection 2.2). On this level, the first optimization criterion is to minimize the use of capacity extension, while the secondary criterion is to minimize WIP, both subject to strict deadlines. The planning-level horizon is 15-30 weeks long, while the time unit is one week. The objective of the scheduler is to unfold the production plan into feasible detailed schedules. The time horizon of the detailed scheduler is one week, and it determines task start times with a precision of 0.1 hours.
For solving production planning problems on the medium term, the same planner engine is used as in the PROTERV system. Figure 9 presents the resource view of a production plan for a given worker group, displaying for each week the number of working hours planned. This worker group is one of the bottleneck resources of the factory: the normal capacities are completely exploited and in several weeks overtime is also required. Note that there are two weeks where the available capacity of the worker group is smaller than in other weeks: this is due to national holidays. On the level of detailed scheduling, our special solution algorithms have been realized on the top of the commercial mathematical programming and constraint programming software of ILOG (see also Subsection 2.3).
In Figure 10 a segment of a detailed schedule is presented over a horizon of one week. Each row of the diagram contains a sequence of tasks to be performed on one component of an end product. The green boxes correspond to tasks, while the arrows connecting them represent the precedence constraints. Some task sequences are joined together when the corresponding components are assembled. In this example one can also notice that detailed scheduling indicated the need for one extra weekend shift, which was not visible on the planning level. The features of typical problem instances tractable by PROTERV-II are given in Table 2 . 
Input Size
Resources ( Table 3 displays computational results that characterize the integration of the two decision levels in Proterv-II. Each row of the table corresponds to one problem instance, i.e., one production planning problem on a horizon of 15 weeks and the induced 15 weekly detailed scheduling problems. The overall number of tasks in the problem instance is indicated in the first column, and the number of aggregate activities formed from them in the second. An activity contained ca. 20 tasks on the average. However, only a part of the activities had to be performed within the planning horizon, since the requirement of minimal WIP level implied that activities had to be planned as near to the customer deadline as possible. The number of activities planned within the horizon of 15 weeks is shown in column Planned.
The results of detailed scheduling are presented in two parts, first for the entire set of tasks (Total), and then for the critical set of tasks, i.e., those that are executed on the week just before the customer deadline (Critical). The portion of delayed tasks was between 0.46% and 1.16% (0.15% and 2.22% for critical tasks). The average delay over the tasks with positive delay was 5-9 hours (3-8 hours for critical tasks), although the delay of some tasks reached up to 50 hours (18.6 hours for critical tasks). Although the method we propose for integrating the two levels of the planning hierarchy does not theoretically guarantee that productions plans can always be unfolded directly into feasible, deadline respecting production schedules, results of our large-scale experiments suggest that the integrity of the two levels can be ensured. Hence, we are convinced that our results are competitive with the performance of current production planning methods. This holds especially in the light of the criterion of minimal WIP, which implies that tasks have to be performed close to the project deadline. Furthermore, some of the above delays can be eliminated by simple heuristics, e.g., by swapping tasks between neighboring weeks. We are planning to extend our system with such local improvement heuristics in the future.
Simulation results
Implementation of the simulation
The above enterprise produces mechanical products by using machining and welding resources, assembly and inspection stations and some highly specialized machines. Production is performed in a make-to-order manner where deadline observance is an absolute must, even regarding unpredicted orders. Since quality assurance is a key issue, tests may result in extra adjustment operations.
By taking the component-based approach, we have built a stochastic evaluation environment for testing the schedules generated by PROTERV-II (see Figure 11 ). This environment has been implemented by using the eM-Plant simulation framework. The Decision-maker initializes the simulation experiment manually (Simulation Input), by selecting the time horizon, the uncertainties, the confidence level as well as the main goals of the simulation study from a predefined set. The simulation system generates the required scenarios automatically and executes the simulation replications. Finally, the results of the experiment (Simulation Output) are interpreted to the Decision-maker either by using the GUI of the simulation software or by exporting to other common formats. The four main criteria the simulation model has to cope with are as follows:
• During the simulation, only the sequences of the scheduled operations are considered, while, the calculated starting times are neglected because of the discrete-event-driven execution.
• All of the operators should return to the operators' pool when the shift ends.
Operations not finished within the current shift should request new operator in the following shift. The reordering process of the operators to the unfinished operations is sequential.
• Each processing activity of a task requires at least one operator of a given type.
• It is possible that the processing time of the operator is shorter than the processing time of the machine, for the same operation.
The object-oriented hierarchical simulation model of the plant to be modelled is based on the functional decomposition approach. The simulation includes the modelled elements of the real plant and each unit of a production set is identified uniquely and traced during its lifecycle. In order to reduce the rigidity of the schedule during execution, the fixed start times of tasks are removed and only the sequence of the tasks on the various resources are kept. As a main principle, the simulator should play back the schedule only without changing the optimized sequence of the tasks.
Experimental results
The planning and scheduling methods, described in Section 2 were validated and tested with the real-life data. In the experiments, first projects were generated from existing routing tables and BOMs, then, using the resource calendars, the planning problem was solved on a 15-week horizon, with a time unit of one week. Next, the production plan was passed to the constraint-based finite job-shop scheduler. The shop-floor of the casestudy includes more than 100 resources, all of which are modelled in the simulation module. The short-term schedule table contains approximately 1000 (max. 2000) tasks to be executed in one replication and the time frame of one simulation replication is one week. Statistical data were collected both on the resource and product sides.
In the case-study considered, the most important objective regarding the factory was the minimization of tardy jobs during the schedule execution. We considered the following performance measures: T mean mean tardiness, T max maximum tardiness, and n pt , the number of tasks postponed to the next week. The basic types of uncertainties modelled in the simulation model are as follows:
• downtimes: due to failures or the unexpected absence of machines and/or operators; • processing time: the actual processing time of some tasks may depend on the proficiency and skill of the operator; processing times may be shorter or longer than planned. Table 4 demonstrates the results of the experiments after the execution of a predictive schedule in the simulation model including different uncertainty levels. Deterministic execution means that no uncertainty was set in the simulation. As expected, in this case the executed schedule is exactly the same as the planned one, and this way it serves as a benchmark for the stochastic scenarios. In the stochastic scenarios (row 2 in Table 4 ) the processing times of the tasks were set to a stochastic variable, where the lower bound is 90%, while the upper one is 130% of the planned process time. Correspondingly, machine availability was set to 95% in this scenario.
Major tasks on the shop floor consist of welding operations that depend highly on the skills of the operators. Experiments were carried out for evaluating different operator groups including operators with different skills. It is supposed that new operators are employed and their efficiency is lower during the "learning period". Their overall effect on the planned schedule were investigated so that the total number of the operators in each group (10 different operator groups were considered) were combined with the number of supposed new employees with skills under the standard skill level (for more details regarding the experimental design please refer to [25] ). The two main columns in Table 4 highlight the variation of processing times deriving from the difference of the skills of operators (efficiency of the new employees were set to 75% of the regular operators' skills). Results were calculated from 20 different parameter settings, each with 10 replications. Figure 12 shows the simulation results with the two pre-selected ratios (75% and 85%).
In the x-axis (highlighted as 'Completed task') the tardiness is calculated for each task completed its processing. When evaluating the results, the Decision-maker is interested in the steepness, the breaks and steps of the curves (formulated by the plotted dots), as well as the distances between the curves. This information might be important also for the fine tuning of the scheduling parameters, but even more for the exact allocation of the operators (considering the skills) during the weekly execution of the predefined production schedule. Tardiness (h)
Completed task
Eff. of new employee (85%) Eff. of new employee (75%) Figure 12 : The possible effects of new operators with lower skills (operators' efficiency, %) on the tardiness of the completed tasks (schedule containing 1675 tasks, time horizon is one week). Figure 13 shows the effects of both machine availability and processing time variance on average tardiness. Apart from the fact that the chart reinforces the prior expectations about the average tardiness, effect of input values from different interval sets can also be analysed together. The Decision-maker has the opportunity either to compare the maps of different scheduling settings (as a feedback, e.g. inserting slack time during scheduling), or to compare the evaluation results of different weeks with different system loads (e.g. number of tasks to be processed). 
Conclusions
The main goal of the paper was to demonstrate how digital enterprise technologies combined with sophisticated optimization algorithms can contribute to planning and scheduling the operation of complex production systems in an efficient and consistent way. In an industry-initiated and involved project, novel models and algorithms were developed for integrated production planning and scheduling. As the results of computational experiments with two systems have shown, our original objectives could be attained. The main contributions are as follows:
• We have developed a novel project-based model for production planning in maketo-order and engineer-to-order industries. Planning with variable intensity activities and feeding precedence constraints enables to combine decisions about the timing of production activities and the utilization of resources. The model that can be amended with various objective functions results in more accurate production plans.
• We put special emphasis on developing efficient solution algorithms. On the level of planning, a new custom-tailored branch-and-cut algorithm solves the planning problem with the automatic generation of cutting planes that cut off the fractional solutions at the nodes of the search tree. The constraint-based scheduler was augmented with two methods that reveal -and exploit -typical but hidden structural properties of our industrial problem instances. Thanks to the efficient solvers, large-scale, real-life problem instances can also be solved, and decision makers are able to explore and evaluate a number of alternative future scenarios, too.
• In case of hierarchical planning and scheduling, the integrity of solutions can be ensured by an appropriate aggregation method that builds up the high-level planning model from detailed, de facto standard master data. The integration of planning with detailed scheduling and execution leads to a better due date observance and to more efficient use of resources. As a result, planners are capable of accepting more customer orders and reducing production costs.
• Our component-based simulation technology proved to be appropriate for assessing the sensitivity of deterministic solutions in face of typical uncertainties. Hence, results of the integrated production planning and scheduling system can be tested and further improved by a discrete-event simulation module which is able to analyze the effects of various types of changes and uncertainties related to operator skills and availability, machine breakdowns, and processing time variations. We emphasize that all the three models are built up automatically, from a common data store.
Finally, two possible connections of the integrated production planning and control approach introduced in the paper are to be outlined here. One is the execution control level [23] and the other is planning on the level of production networks. However, in any case, local powerful PPC methods that produce cost-efficient, executable and robust plans and schedules both on the medium and the short-term are prerequisites of these extensions.
